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Most hoists will fit into two main categories:

1. Passenger & Materials

2. Materials Only

Passenger & Materials hoists are a 

combined contained unit which must have 

a trained and competent hoist driver. There 

are additional benefits of this type of hoist in 

that the landing gates and interfaces can 

be supported by the hoist system.

Materials only are an open topped unit and 

use a Send/Call all system from the base. 

They require a trained and competent hoist 

operator, and the site personnel will unload 

the load at the landings. Passengers are not 

authorised to be lifted. Landing gates and 

interfaces are supported from the site 

scaffolding which can increase installation 

time.

TYPES OF HOIST

Passenger & Materials Materials Only

Overview



Goods only hoists, as the name suggests are for goods only and are not permitted to carry passengers (except trained members of the 

erection/ maintenance team). Goods hoists are typically identified by their open top but have other notable features such as the

landing gate.

It is typical for goods hoists to service a scaffold, which will also support the landing gates.

The maximum permitted distance between the landing and the closed hoist gate is 100mm. It must be close enough for a person to 

access the gate and open the flap to unload the hoist.

Goods Only Hoists

Overview



Passenger Goods hoists, as the name suggests are suitable for passengers and goods. The versatility of being able to transport labour to 

the areas which are required at peak times, then supply them with the materials they need make this type of hoist the most common.

The operator travels with the hoist to manage the movement of the personnel and materials.

Passenger/ Goods Hoists

Overview



The hoist is noted as a screen or formwork hoist. But this is a similar unit to the Passenger/Goods and complies to the same regulations. 

The hoist is designed to take formwork tables from the lower floors where they are no longer required to the top floor. The Hoist hangs 

from the top completed deck, and then being lifted using the site cane as each new top floor is completed as necessary.

Screen/ Formwork Hoists

Overview



Depending on the hoist requirements determined by site a single 

hoist may be sufficient (below), or it may be a necessity based on 

the optimal position for the hoist (left).

A single hoist cage operating on 1 mast structure.

Single Hoists

Overview



If additional hoisting is required, and there is sufficient space, a secondary car 

can be installed onto the same mast as another hoist as shown below. The 
second car is usually the same and capacity as the primary car, or smaller. 

A goods hoist can be the secondary car to a larger goods/ passenger hoist.

Twin HoistsOverview



a

Component Overview

Passenger & Materials

Overview



All hoist installations will have a ground 

enclosure which serves two primary 

purposes:

1. Safety - to ensure that people cannot 

gain access to the pathway of the hoist, 

especially when it is approaching the 

ground.

2. To house the electrical panels, cable 

drums and base frames & buffers.

3. Provide a safe access to the Hoists.

4. Can be provided by the Hoist supplier or 

the site team depending on requirement.

Base & Ground Enclosure

Overview

Goods Hoist Enclosure

Passenger/ Goods Enclosure/ Closed Passenger/ Goods Enclosure Open

Side Entry ‘C’ Door



For Passenger/Goods hoist the vertical pipe system supports the 

landing gate and interface systems. This forms part of the heavy 

frame system outlined in the tie section of this guide.

Vertical Pipe System

Passenger & Materials

Overview



The vertical pipe system supports the landing gates and 

forms part of the heavy frame tie system outlined in the tie 

section of this guide.

Landing Gates

Passenger & Materials

Overview

Door Interlocks

A mechanically interlocked car or 

landing door cannot be opened unless 

the hoist is at the respective landing.

The landing gates of hoists are 

interlocked, if any door is unlocked 

then the hoist will not operate until the 

door is closed.

Passenger/ Goods Landing Gate

Supported by vertical pipe system

Goods Only  Landing Gate

Supported by site scaffolding



Passenger & Materials

Overview
Electrical Requirements

Site have the following responsibilities:

• Provide an adequate 3 phase power supply:

• Adequate for the start-up and running currents of the 

hoist(s)

• With a connection to earth

• With an adequate RCD/ Breaker

• Provide a competent person to connection the power 

supply with the above requirements into the base panel of 

the hoist at the correct sequence during that outlined in the 

RAMS. Failure to meet this could result in delays of the hoist 

installation



Hoist Installation & Removal

Installation and Removal



Hoist Installation & Removal

Base Unit
Installation and Removal

Typically the base unit is lifted in its entirety by either a site tower crane, a mobile 

crane (site or provided especially for the hoist installation) or tower crane. 

Depending on the model of the hoist the entire base unit including the K-Frame 

is lifted in, for other types the K-Frame, bottom mast section is lifted in first, with 

the remaining 3 sides and hoist car lifted in after.

Typical Base Unit 

Installation Drawing

It is typical that a 

5m radius exclusion 

zone is around the 

hoist during all 

erection and 

climbing operation. 



Hoist Installation & Removal

Power Pack, Mast & Self Climbing
Installation and Removal

Once the base unit has been installed, the drive pack is installed 

usually by the same HIAB/ erection crane.

The mast can then be installed by the erection crane (if used) or 

site tower crane to reduce the erection time.

The remaining mast, ties and gates typically are installed using 

the top of the hoist car and erection crane, shown in the images 

below.

Drive Pack Installation

Erection Crane

Mast Installation

Self Climbing



• Design package

• Tie load reports

• Temporary works approvals

• Fully serviced products

• Electrical interlocking

• Mechanical interlocking

• Landing gate systems

• Landing interface systems

• Gate electrical systems

• Call systems

• Anemometers

• Base enclosures

• Edge protections

• Overload sensing systems

• Fall Arrest safety devices

• Base impact buffers
• Base and over travel limits

• Safety retaining plates

• Stop Buttons

• Emergency lowering systems

• Control stations

• Handrails on P/G

• Roof on P/G

• Erection processes

• Erection Jibs

Safety Features

Passenger & Materials Materials Only

Overview



Hoist Bases (Overview)

Hoist Bases

Typically a hoist is installed on a concrete base (designed and constructed by site) to the loads provided by the 

supplier. How these forces are transmitted into the base are outlined on the following pages in more detail, but 

the base frame, called a K-Frame for its appearance, both transfers the forces and supports the ground 

enclosure.

For twin hoists a secondary frame fixes to the primary frame, shown below.

Single Hoist Base & 

Base K–Frame

Twin Hoist Base & Base K–Frame 

with Secondary Car Base Frame



Hoist Bases (Considerations)

Hoist Bases

When considering the base design, the level may be dictated by an existing structure (slab. It 

may be possible to construct the base in a pit below ground level. The advantage is that the 

hoist car can then service this level without the need for a ramp up into the hoist, however the 

base will need drainage.

How the hoist connects to the base will need to be considered. For most configurations it is 

possible to post fix the base frame to the slab (usually the provider) during the installation. 

However, an expendable embedment frame may be required if the initial freestanding height is 

extraordinarily large.

Hoist Base Components

*Reinforcement for 

visual purposes only



Hoist Bases (Alternatives)

Hoist Bases

In occasions it may not be feasible to construct a concrete slab and there are other options 

available. Shown below is a steel base plate, these are more typically used for very low and 

hoists installed for a short period.

In more extreme situations a bespoke steel grillage can be used. The grillage shown on the left 

was required to span a step in the slab to pick up part of the basement and part of the ground 

floor level. This type of base could also be utilised where a hoist is to be founded on a low – mid 

rise roof servicing a high rise tower.

Steel Base Plate

Bespoke Steel Grillage
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Pv/ Pvt

4 No Fixings (By Select)

How Forces Are Transferred To 

The Base Slab

Understanding Base Loads

The forces (live & dead) are transmitted through the base frame via the 4No fixings 

into the concrete slab. The buffer forces are transferred directly into the slab and 

considered as instantaneous point loads.

These 4No fixings will either be post fixed directly into the slab, or into an expendable 

anchor cast into the slab.

Pv = Vertical Force (Considered at Mast Centre & Transferred Through 

Fixings as 0.380 x 0.960m Rigid Rectangle)

Pvt = Vertical Force Including Base Frame & Enclosure

Pfun = Additional weight for foundation

Pb = Buffer Impact force (Spread throughout the buffers)

Pvb = Vertical force at centre of mast during buffer collision (the net force 

generated by the upwards force of the driving hoist motor combined – the 

total weight of the mast.

The buffer loadings distribution is 

dependent on the hoist type and 

buffer arrangement, with the exact 

distribution shown on the loading 

sheet provided with the hoist loads.



How Forces Are Transferred To The Base 

Slab – Vertical Tubes & Twin Hoists

Understanding Base Loads

When hoists are twinned, the loads act in a very similar way 

as shown on the previous page, for single hoists, except the 

buffer forces are mirrored.

Both single and twin hoists can have vertical tubes, which 

support the landing gates and can be used as part of the tie 

arrangement. The forces in these tubes are considered as 

point loads with setting out that will be provided with the 

base load form.

Pvps = Vertical Force For Vertical Pipe Set

Pvtube = Vertical Force In Single Vertical Tube (This is the maximum force in 

any single tube which includes the weight of landing gates and loads 

passing over the landing gates)



Base Load Sheet

Understanding Base Loads

Once the hoist scheme has been finalised, depending 

on the supplier, site will be provided with the loads 

outlined on the previous pages with their magnitude 

and locations.

Also provided is usually a typical base detail, this will 

show the proposed (minimum) dimensions, typical 

thickness and typical rebar requirements for the hoist 

type.

These are only a typical detail, the concrete strength, 

thickness and rebar type & density are to be specified 

by the clients Temporary works base designer.



Hoist TiesTies

In almost every installation the hoist will be tied into the structure to allow it to reach the 

lifting height required. 

The ties are usually connected in one of 3 ways: To the top of a slab

To the face of the slab (or wall)

To the underside of the slab (soffit)

Each connection type has its pros and cons which will be dependant on the site 

requirements which will be discussed in the following pages.

There are many different arrangements and types which will also be discussed.



Hoist Ties – Effects on TiesTies

When considering the tie arrangement, the tie levels/ heights 

should be considered in tandem. The car (size & capacity), single 

vs twin and hoist type will drive the loads to a large degree but the 

below considers the same hoist cars and only the tie spacing.

The most major effect is the oversail. This is the distance from the 

top tie to the top of the mast – increasing this always increases the 

tie loads.

The second effect to consider is the tie spacing. It may be counter 

intuitive but backed up by looking at the hoist mast like a beam 

fixed at one end and pinned at intervals – increasing the number 

of ties, and reducing the spacing will increase the tie forces while 

reducing the internal forces of the hoist mast.

Increasing the tie spacing will reduce the tie forces but increase 

the internal forces of the hoist mast – eventually exceeding the 

allowable amount and meaning that the levels must be altered.

Summary 

Case A shows close tie spacing, the tie forces will be the highest of 

the 3 cases and the internal forces of the mast the lowest.

Case B shows wide tie spacing, the tie forces will be the lowest of 

the 3 cases, with the internal forces of the mast the highest.

Case C shows close to optimal tie spacing (13m for Alimak 650 

mast). This balances the tie and internal forces to give the lowest 

tie loads without exceeding the allowable internal forces.



Hoist Ties – Tie Bracket ConnectionTies

Alimak standard 650 hoist brackets can be fitted in 3 main 

ways, as shown on the left:

1. To the face of the structure (wall is shown but to the face 

of the slab is also common). 

• Pro – no moment induced into bracket

• Pro – no overrun/ ramp over the tie is required (as is 

when tying to the top of the slab)

• Con – access to install the tie

2. To the top of the slab. 

• Pro – May be the best option depending on the 

soffit below and cladding installation.

• Con – moment induced into tie

• Con – run-off/ ramp required over tie may be 

required (depending on arrangement)

3. To the bottom of the slab (soffit).

• Pro – May be the best option depending on the 

soffit below and cladding installation.

• Pro – No run-off/ ramp required over tie required

• Con – moment induced into tie

• Con – may delay fitout of unit and require fixing 

location to be made good once hoist dismantled.



Tie Fixings
Ties

The tie brackets supplied with the hoist are fixed to the structure in varying ways, the 3 

most common being:

1. Post Fixed Chemical Anchor – a hole is drilled into the slab (minimum thickness is 

required based on the loads), filled with a mortar capsule and a threaded bar is 

set in. Once cured this then two of these anchors the tie to the slab.

2. Expendable Cast in Anchor – cast in and tied into the rebar with the bolts 

protruding from the slab (must be kept clean and clear by site). 

3. Scaffold Tie Plates clamp around ladder beams (specified and supplied by site/ 

scaffolding supplier).

Responsibilities of the supplier: 

• Provide the tie loads prior to the connection design, once order has been placed

• Provide the cast in anchor prior to the slab being poured (if cast in anchor is to be 

utilised)

• Install Bracket and ties

• If post fixing this will include the entire post fixing supply and installation

Scaffolding Tie Plates

Post Fixed Chemical Anchor

Expendable Cast in Anchor

Tie Bracket 

Fixed to 

Slab

Responsibilities of the hirer:

• Ensure that the structure is sufficient to resist the loads

• Provide the hirer with details of the area to be connected to

• If using the cast in anchor to design the reinforcement detail and install the anchor 

accordingly, with the bolts protruding from the concrete clean and clear of 

concrete.



Hoist Ties – Tie Arrangements

Back of Mast

Ties

In all tie arrangements a minimum of 3 tie legs is required for the mast to be fully 

restrained. On rare occasions due to the loads 4 legs may be used but this is a rare 

occurrence. 

Pros:

• Lowest loads based on the same hoist model and tie spacing

• Avoids a runoff over the tie when tying to the top of the slab

• Can be used without the need for vertical tubes – suiting goods hoists

Cons:

• Structure/ Position must suit the arrangement



Hoist Ties – Tie Arrangements

Back of Mast (Alternate)
Ties

An alternative to the tie shown on the previous page from the back of the mast is the 

arrangement shown below. 

Pros:

• Avoids a runoff over the tie when tying to the top of the slab

• Can be used without the need for vertical tubes – suiting goods hoists

Cons:

• Structure must suit the arrangement

• Higher loads than other types of arrangement – meaning tie length and spacing will drive the 

arrangement.

• Access to the connection



Hoist Ties – Tie Arrangements

Heavy Tie Frame (Single)
Ties

When tying to the top 

of the slab a run off is 

required over the ties as 

shown on the left. 

Installed by client

To extend the ties when the structure is further from the hoist then a heavy tie frame can 

be used. This is also viable for twin hoists shown on the following page.

Pros:

• Extends tie length

• Allows tying in front of the hoist

Cons:

• Ties must be wide enough to distribute forces effectively

• If the ties are connected to the top of the slab an over-run must be provided by site.



Hoist Ties – Tie Arrangements

Vertical Pipe System & Heavy Tie Frame

TWIN

Ties

When using a twin hoist, the only viable option is to use the heavy tie frame. More 

coordination is therefore required when using a twin hoist and it should be expected 

that the ties pass further into the structure.

This method is just as viable for a single hoist, especially where longer ties are 

required.

When tying to the top 

of the slab a run off is 

required over the ties as 

shown on the left 

installed by the client.



Hoist Ties – Scaffold TiesTies

Where buildings step in at higher levels, often the most cost-effective solution 

to service all levels is to build a scaffold so that the same hoist can service all 

levels. When this is the case the hoist can be tied to the scaffolding using a 

detail such as the below.



How Forces Are Transferred Into 

the Structure

Understanding Tie Forces

Regardless of the arrangement, the tie forces provided always refer to the following:

P1/P2 = Tension/ Compression at the tie bracket pin: P1 is bracket 1, P2 is bracket 2

P3/P4 = Shear at the tie bracket pin: P3 is bracket 1, P3 is bracket 2

P1s/ P2s = Shear force at the bolt:  P1s is bracket 1, P2s is bracket 2

P1b/ P2b = Tension force acting in the bolt

The provider will ensure that all components provided are suitable for the forces, including but not 

limited to the bolts, cast in anchor, chemical fixing, fixings, tie brackets and tie legs. 

It is the responsibility of the hirer to ensure that the structure is suitable and/ or if necessary, suitably 

designed to withstand the loads supplied by the provider.

Tie Fixed to Slab 

Edge/ Core Wall
Tie Fixed to top or 

bottom of slab



Tie Load Sheet

Understanding Base Loads

Once the hoist scheme has been finalised, depending 

on the supplier, site will be provided with the loads 

outlined on the previous pages with their magnitude 

and locations.

This will include any required dimensions and details of 

the fixing/ cast in/ scaffold tie plates to be used.



Hoist Ties – Tie & Cladding Interface
Ties

Historically it has been common to leave the cladding off the structure to allow for 

the hoist and landing gates. However to speed up the programme and avoid 

leaving the weatherproofing & fit out of the units affected by this there are 

increasingly alternatives explored.

One option is to install the ties through a special panel with a hole left to minimise the 

effected units. 

Another is to use landing bridges, explored further on the following page.

Holes left in cladding panels to allow the ties to pass through.



Landing Bridges
Landing Bridges

Landing bridges are becoming increasingly popular as they make the hoist position a lot more 

flexible, and avoid the use of scaffolding for access.

The additional benefit is that as the cladding is installed, they can be removed removing the need 

to infill the cladding in proximity to the hoist once it is dismantled.

The sketch on the left shows the cladding installed up to the current level, with the next level 

bridge & gate able to be removed once the hoist is no longer required to service this floor.



Temporary Works
Temporary Works

Once Select are awarded a project we would work with the site team in generating a design for the hoist install.

As noted in this document there are many factors to be considered in selecting the correct hoist, for the correct application and in the correct 

location.

Select will play a role in providing the client with design drawings and load reports for how the hoist will react on the base and up to the wall 

connection plates. The client is responsible to complete their own temporary works and confirm and approve the base and anchor position 

designs.
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Standards & Further Reading

Further Reading

• BS EN 12158-1:2000 + A1:2010 Builders’ hoists for goods – Part 1: Hoists with accessible platforms
• BS EN 12159: 2012 Builders hoists for persons and materials with vertically guided cages
• BS7121-2-7:2012 + A1:2015 Code of practice for safe use of cranes, Part 2-7: Inspection, maintenance and thorough 

examination – Overhead travelling cranes, including portal and semi-portal cranes, hoists, and their supporting 
structures

• BS7212: 2016 Code of practice for the safe use of construction hoists

• CPA CHIG Good Practice Guide: Transporting Scaffolding in Construction Hoists (Including Transport Platforms)
• CPA CHIG Good Practice Guide: Work at Height on Construction Hoists
• CPA CHIG Good Practice Guide: Maintenance, Inspection and Thorough Examination of Construction Hoists

• Select Plant Hire – The Safe Use of Hoists

Current as time of writing this guide


